**Book Summary: Love That Dog**

Written as a series of journal entries, we meet a boy named Jack. Jack thinks poetry is for girls. With some encouragement from his teacher, he begins to write his own poems. As time passes, he goes from not wanting anyone to know he wrote the poems to offering advice on how to best format the poems for the class to read.

[SPOILER] Influenced by one of his favorite writers, Walter Dean Meyers, Jack writes a special poem about the death of his dog. He becomes so passionate about poetry that he writes to Walter Dean Myers and convinces him to visit his school. In the end, Jack has discovered that he really enjoys reading and writing poetry. He uses poetry to express his feelings. Just as he was inspired by many famous poets, his poems now inspire his fellow classmates. At the end of the book, we can read all those poems which Jack referred to in his journal.
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**Discussion Questions: Love That Dog**

1. This entire story is told using Jack’s journal entries. How does this affect the story? How would the story have been different had it been told in a more traditional way?

2. What makes something a poem? Is it rhyme, formatting, or something else? Could anything be a poem? Why or why not?

3. Look at the poem ‘My Yellow Dog’ on page 37. Would you have called this a poem? Why or why not? Could you read this poem aloud to classmates or friends? Why or why not? Are some poems only meant to be read in your head and not read aloud?

4. We see Jack concerned about using too many words from a Walter Dean Myers poem in one of his own poems (pg. 49). His teacher seems to have said it is okay as long as he puts ‘inspired by’ after the title. How much do you have to change something before it is no longer copying? Is it the same when you are writing a report for school? Or are the rules different?

5. Jack writes, “If that is a poem about the red wheelbarrow and the white chickens then any words can be a poem. You’ve just got to make short lines” (page 3). Is that true? Is this entire story a bunch of poems? Or are only certain parts poems? How do you decide?

6. Why do some of the kids want to remain anonymous about writing their poems? What are the good parts about being anonymous? What are the bad parts?

7. Poems can evoke many different emotions. How did you feel after reading the poem on page 46? How did you feel after reading the poem on page 68? Which poem do you prefer? Why?

8. The poems that inspired Jack are printed at the end of the book. Which of those poems did you like best? Which inspired you the most? What did you like about it?

9. Do you think it would be easier to share your sad feelings with a poem or to tell someone? What’s good and bad about sharing your feelings each way?